Abstract — High-frequency (h.f.) noise and linearity of high-speed power cells consisting of advanced SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) in common-emitter (CE) and common-base (CB) configuration were investigated. The cells features optimized metallization interconnections to reduce parasitics. DC, RF, and nonlinear large-signal characteristics as well as noise parameters were measured, simulated and analyzed. The observed low noise and output power linearity of the SiGe HBT power cells in CB operation makes them suitable for low-noise and high-frequency power applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances and predictions in SiGe HBT technology [1],[2],[3] have enabled the realization of ultra h. f. low noise amplifiers, transceivers and MIMO radars [4]-[14]. Both the power amplifier and the low noise amplifier (LNA) are important components in RF transceivers. In order to increase power gain and linearity, a cascode connecting transistors in CE and CB configuration is usually used [15], with a SiGe HBT based LNA operating at 130 GHz [16]. A record frequency of 245 GHz LNA was realized in 500 GHz (DotFive) SiGe technology with a CB configuration [14]. G-band low-noise amplifiers were realized in both CE and CB operation [17], which achieved the lowest ever noise figure at 140-210 GHz frequencies [17]. LNA with CE exhibit better noise performance compared to stacked CE and CB operation LNA. The noise behavior of SiGe HBTs in different configurations was investigated in [18],[19]. It was found that the noise of first generation SiGe HBTs in CB configuration is nearly the same as in CE configuration for frequencies below 2 GHz but is higher at frequencies above 6 GHz, especially at higher collector current density [18]. The difference was explained with the noise correlation effect. In addition, the base resistance has a significant impact on $N_{\text{Fmin}}$ in the CB case. However, a simplified noise model ignoring the base resistance for the first generation SiGe HBTs yields nearly same $N_{\text{Fmin}}$ [19] in CE and CB configuration. The circuit design with high speed SiGe HBTs in CE, CB configuration requires exact models which captures linearity and noise behavior.

In this work, fourth generation multifinger high-speed SiGe HBT cells with optimized (i.e. reduced) base resistance in CE and CB configuration were measured, analyzed and compared using a compact model that includes the impact of noise correlation. Due to the multifinger HBT structure and respective smaller base resistance a larger $f_{\text{max}}$ and lower noise figure ($NF$) are expected. Measured noise parameters in a wide frequency band from 8 GHz to 50 GHz, linearity and the associated analysis of a double-emitter high-speed cell in CE and CB configuration are presented.

II. DUT AND MEASUREMENT SETUP

A. HBT technology and SiGe Cell Layout Design

The investigated SiGe cells consisted of two CBE-BEBC devices connected in length direction, combined into a single cell with an emitter area $A_{\text{E0}} = 2 \times 2 \times 0.13 \mu m \times 10.16 \mu m$. They were fabricated in the IHP SG13G2 process, which offers seven metal layers [20]. The high-speed cell layout was realized with two HBTs, separated by a shallow trench and combined into a single cell. The layout is shown in Fig. 1. The collectors and bases of the individual devices, were connected locally and terminated with Topmetal2 of the process at the east and west side respectively. The emitter contacts, which are parallel to each other, were connected towards the vertical direction up to Topmetal2 and finally grounded from both north and south sides.

![Fig. 1: Layout of embedded in RF pads 2xCBE-BEBC SiGe HBT cell with grounded CE configuration.](image-url)
HICUM/L2 v2.34, including adjunct networks for noise correlation [21] and non-quasi static (NQS) effects [22].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DC and RF characteristics

Output IV characteristics for the complete SiGe cell in CE configuration are shown in Fig. 2. Avalanche multiplication at $V_{BE} = 0.74\ V$ starts at $BV_{CEO} = 1.6\ V$. Model parameters for both CE and CB SiGe HBTs were extracted from a set of measurements over temperature and using special tetrode structures. For $J_C(V_{CE})$ excellent agreement between model and measurement is obtained. Exceeding $BV_{CEO}$ with the collector bias turned out to be beneficial in terms of output power and RF performance for cascode power circuits [4],[23]. Therefore, $V_{CE} = 1.8\ V$ was set as quiescent bias. Load circles with an incident RF power of -9.4 dBm are shown for both $V_{CE} = 1.5$ and 1.8 V. In both cases, the avalanche region is entered dynamically. Investigations show only a negligible impact of the avalanche effect on distortion. $J_C$ increase (c.f. Fig. 2 at $V_{CE} > 1.6\ V$) is more due to the thermal selfheating which, is a competitive mechanism to avalanche multiplication: more avalanche current turns more selfheating resulting to less avalanche current.

![Fig. 2: Collector current density of the cell versus CE voltage with $I_E$ drive (1 uA to 501 uA, 50 uA). Lines are HICUM.](image)

Forward Gummel plots at $V_{CE} = 1.5$ and 1.8 V are presented in Fig. 3. The dips in absolute value of $J_B$ at $V_{CE} = 1.8\ V$ correspond to current reversal due to avalanche multiplication in the base-collector region. The time dependent incident $V_{BE}$ wave at 10 GHz is also shown in order to establish a correspondence with the bias operating range.

![Fig. 3: Gummel plot at $V_{CE} = 1.8\ V, 1.5\ V$ and $V_{BE}$ wave at 10 GHz of incident voltage with quiescent $V_{BE} = 0.84\ V$.](image)

Output IV characteristics of SiGe HBT in CB configuration with $I_E$ drive are given in Fig. 4. The current gain cut-off frequency $f_t$ (for CE configuration only) and the maximum frequency of oscillation $f_{max}$ versus current density are given in the Fig. 5. The $f_{max}$ is similar for the CE and CB devices. The collector current wave in response to the incident power at 10 GHz is also shown in Fig. 5 to indicate current density swing ranges. The excellent agreement of the model with DC, RF and non-linear characteristics in the forward active region enabled further detailed analysis of the noise behavior.

![Fig. 4: Collector current density versus collector base voltage of CB SiGe HBT with emitter current drive: -50 mA to -5 mA, 5 mA step.](image)

![Fig. 5: Current gain cut-off frequency $f_t$ and $f_{max}$ over collector current density for a SiGe HBT CE and CB cells. Collector current density wave of incident power at 10 GHz is shown for CE.](image)

B. High-frequency and power characteristics of CB and CE cells

It is well known that a CB configuration HBT yields higher bandwidth at the cost of lower gain compared to a CE HBT. In the large-signal measurements, the base-emitter voltage $V_{BE}$ was forced for the CB and CE configuration. As shown in Fig. 7, the transducer power gain $G_T$ is slightly above 4 dB at 2 GHz and drops to 2 dB at 10 GHz. Beyond an input power of 2 dBm a frequency dependence of harmonics is observed. The SiGe HBT in CE configuration yields higher output power and $G_T$ but at the cost of higher distortion as it is seen in Fig. 8 by the increase of the bias current density at lower $P_{in}$ due to the even harmonics. The frequency dependence of the third harmonic was also obtained for CE configuration at 10 GHz (not shown here), confirming the lower distortion of the CB configu-
One dB compression point for CE SiGe HBT at $V_{CE}=1.8$ V and $V_{BE}=0.85$ V: 1dB = -7dBm and for CB configuration more than +5 dBm.

Fig. 7: Output power of fundamental (2 and 10 GHz) and harmonic frequencies versus input power of the CB cell at $V_{CB}=0.9$ V and $V_{EB}=-0.93$ V.

Fig. 8: Output power of fundamental (2 GHz) and harmonic frequencies versus $P_{in}$ of the CE cell at $V_{CE}=1.8$ V, $V_{BE}=0.85$ V.

Fig. 9: $J_{C}(P_{in})$ at 2 and 10 GHz for the CB and CE cells, biased (CB) with $V_{FB}=-0.93$ V, $V_{CB}=0.9$ V, $V_{CE}=1.8$ V, $V_{BE}=0.85$ V (CE). Fig. 8 shows quiescent and dynamic current (at 2 and 10 GHz) versus input power. Frequency dependence is observed which is more pronounced in CE configuration devices.

C. High-frequency noise behavior

High-frequency noise parameters of the CE and CB cells were measured in a frequency band of 8 to 50 GHz. $NF_{\text{min}}$ is presented in Fig. 10. The best in terms of low noise, bias points were selected to present frequency dependent noise data for CE and CB configuration devices. The comparison of $NF_{\text{min}}$ is conditional since noise figure depends not only on the level of internal noise sources like collector current shot noise but also on transfer function or gain [21]. Therefore there is not much sense to keep same collector current in CE and CB devices and having different gain and thus transfer function to transfer noise source (collector current shot noise) to the input as defined in $NF_{\text{min}}$ calculation. As expected for high-speed devices, fairly low noise is observed. CB devices show lower noise at lower frequencies due to lower resistance at their input port (emitter resistance) compared to the base resistance for CE device. The corresponding noise resistance $R_n$ is around 5 $\Omega$ (CE) and 4 $\Omega$ (CB) over the measured frequency band. Such low noise resistance enables an easy impedance matching of the SiGe power cell for obtaining low-noise performance over a wide bias range. The frequency dependence of $NF_{\text{min}}$ for CB operation is very close to that of the CE case as was observed in [18]. The impact of shot noise correlation on $NF_{\text{min}}$ for this high-speed technology is negligible up to frequencies beyond 60 GHz.

Fig. 10: Minimum noise figure $NF_{\text{min}}$ versus frequency for SiGe CE and CB power cells. $R_{BX}=6 \Omega$, $J_C=41$ mA/$\mu$m$^2$ (for $V_{BE}=0.86$ V).

The second (upper) set of curves in Fig. 10 shows the current density dependence of $NF_{\text{min}}$. For a fixed frequency of 10 GHz, $NF_{\text{min}}$ within the current density range of 2...10 mA/$\mu$m$^2$ is lower for the CB case. Noise due to avalanche multiplication was found to be negligible.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Linearity and high-frequency noise of SiGe HBTs in common-base and common-emitter configuration were investigated. A high-speed power cell with CB configuration exhibited high linearity for 10 GHz input power and a low third harmonic (below 60 dBm at $P_{in}=0$ dBm) at the cost of lower transducer power gain (4 dB) compared to a SiGe HBT in CE configuration and 25 dB power gain. Impact of avalanche multiplication on harmonic distortion was found to be negligible despite quiescent operation of about 0.2 V beyond $BV_{CEO}$. A dispersion of the third harmonic for both CE and CB devices was observed.

Noise parameters for a wide frequency band of 8-50 GHz were measured for both CE and CB devices. Selected bias points for frequency dependent noise parameters were used for relative comparison. A lower
\( NF_{\text{min}} \) for the CB device at lower millimeter wave frequencies was observed. The low noise figure along with a low noise resistance and relatively fair linearity enables the use of high-speed SiGe HBTs not only for low-noise applications but also for power amplifiers in cascodes at millimeter wave frequencies.
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